
Basis Weight and Dry Weight Profile Control Systems / CD 

Basis Weight Profile Control, using radial distributor "octopus" adaptable to the most popular 
HeadBoxes. Each zone of the profile control (approximately every 75mm) is performed through a 
bus of valves + intelligent actuators provides more or less water to change the concentration of each 
point, obtaining a very precise regulation which allows total control variations in Crossed Direction  
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The control system allows the operation in Dry Weight or Total 
Weight contrl, optimizing the process, so we can improve and 
enhance the quality of the final product. 

In HeadBoxes or in Processes in which it is not possible to install a Radial Distributor, the Basis 
Weight Profile control is done through Micro Motors installed in the lip of the HeadBox, to control 
each Slice or working area. The control is done with Micro Motors with high precision LVDT sensors 
with mechanical adjustment range 0-10mm. 

P.A.C. Systems for Crossed Direction Basis Weight Control 
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Moisture Profile Control Systems / CD 

Moisture Profile Control Systems, to increase production and improve quality. 
Depending on the objectives and the paper machine, it is possible to select various methods of regulating 
the Moisture Profile including: 
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- Steam Boxes: Heating the sheet and decreasing the viscosity of the 
sheet at the entrance to the presses, the efficiency of these and the 
dryer section increases greatly. The installation can be done on the 
last high vacuum Suction Box on the wire or over the Suction Roll. 

- Water Spray Systems: Moisture Profile Control from low grades to very 
high grades. Excellent Moisture Profile control system installed under the 
drying cylinders. 
 

- Infrared Dryers: Infrared Drying Hoods using Gas or Electrical 
radiants, installed at the end of the drying section. Excellent control 
of different radiants or Profile Zones according to the maximum 
width of the paper. 

P.A.C. Systems for Crossed Direction Moisture Control 

PROFILE AUTOMATIC CONTROL 

PROFILE CONTROL SYSTEM 

 


